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Realization of practical terahertz wireless communications still faces many challenges. The re-
ceiver with high sensitivity is important for THz wireless communications. Here we demonstrate a
terahertz receiver based on the cesium Rydberg atoms in a room-temperature vapor cell. The mini-
mum detectable THz electric field is calibrated. With this receiver, the phase-sensitive conversion of
amplitude-modulated or frequency-modulated terahertz waves into optical signals is performed. The
results show that the atomic receiver has many advantages due to its quantum properties. Espe-
cially, the long distance THz wireless communications is achievable using this receiver. Furthermore,
the atomic receiver can be used in the THz wireless-to-optical link.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the data traffic requirement in wireless communi-
cations networks is increasing exponentially, the spectral
band resources will inevitably be extended to terahertz
(THz). And integration of THz links into fibre-optic
infrastructures seamlessly is also crucial important [1–
3]. Significant progress has been made to construct the
high performance THz wireless communications systems
which mainly consist of transmitters and receivers[4–12].
By combining the photonic transmitter and electronic
receiver, the high data rate system transmitting data
over 20 m at 237.5 GHz was realized [13]. Besides, the
graphene-based devices [14, 15], plasma-based transis-
tors [16, 17] and topological photonics are also promising
technologies for THz communications[18]. However, the
practical applications of THz wireless communications
systems still face great challenges. The severe attenua-
tion makes long distance THz wireless communications
difficult [19, 20]. The receiver with high sensitivity is im-
portant for THz wireless communications. Another side,
the THz-over-fiber architecture using receiver which can
directly convert received wireless signals into optical sig-
nals is also of great importance but technically difficult
[21, 22].

Recently, the Rydberg atoms have been demonstrated
as electromagnetic field sensors with ultrahigh sensitivity
and capability of self-calibration [23–28]: the Rydberg-
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atom sensors have been proved to be excellent quantum
receivers for the microwave communications [29–31]. In
the THz frequency range, the Rydberg atoms still have
large dipole moment making them ideal candidates for
THz quantum sensors [32–35]. The ultimate performance
of Rydberg-atom receiver is restricted by the quantum
limits. This enables Rydberg-atom receiver having po-
tential to realize long distance THz wireless communi-
cations. Meanwhile, the atomic receiver can be used in
the THz wireless-to-optical link because it can directly
convert the wireless signals into the optical ones [36].

In this paper, we demonstrate that the Rydberg atoms
in a room-temperature cesium (Cs) vapor cell can be an
excellent receiver for THz wireless signals. The mini-
mum detectable THz electric field using electromagnet-
ically induced transparency (EIT) and Autler-Townes
splitting (ATS) technique is calibrated. Then we im-
plement the atomic receiver for THz wireless commu-
nications with a 32-times frequency multiplier source.
The phase-sensitive conversion of amplitude-modulated
or frequency-modulated THz wave into optical signals
is used to perform a canonical digital communications
with 8-state phase-shift-keying (PSK). Our work demon-
strates that the THz receiver based on Rydberg-atoms
has advantages due to its quantum properties. Espe-
cially, the long distance THz wireless communications is
achievable using this receiver.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The schematic of the standard four-level EIT-based
Rydberg receiver is illustrated in Fig. 1. The probe and
coupling laser beams counter-propagate through a room-
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FIG. 1. Level diagram and experimental setup. (a) The four-level system used for the experiments. The probe and coupling
light counter-propagate in the vapor cell of cesium atoms. Two dichroic mirrors (DM) are used to combine and split the
two beams separately as experiment needed. The terahertz wave couples the Rydberg states 25S1/2 and 25P3/2. (b) The
experimental setup. The terahertz wave is generated by a 32-times frequency multiplier chain with a commercial microwave
source. A two channel direct digital synthesis signal (DDS) generator is used to provide the phase modulated signal for THz
wave and reference for lock-in amplifier. An amplified balanced photodetector (PDB) is used to detect the transmission of
probe beam. The communications information is demodulated by the lock-in amplifier. (c)The laser stabilization system by
frequency modulation methods. The 852nm probe laser is frequency-locked with the modulation transfer spectroscopy (orange
region) and the 515nm coupling laser is stabilized by Zeeman modulation method (blue region).

temperature Cs vapor cell. The probe laser is 100 uW
with 1/e2 radius 120 µm and the coupling laser is 14.5
mW with 1/e2 radius 70 µm. An amplified balanced
photodetector (PDB) is served to measure the trans-
mitted probe power subtracting the noisy background
to observe EIT. A microwave source (R&S SMF100A)
and a 32-times frequency multiplier chain with 26 dBi
THz horn provides the 338.7 GHz wave to address the
25S1/2 →25P3/2 Rydberg transition. This THz horn is
15 cm away from the science cell.

To avoid interfering the probe transmission, both lasers
are locked by frequency modulation methods using sep-
arated cells. The 852 nm probe beam is locked to the
6S1/2(F = 4)→6P3/2(F ′ = 5) transition using the mod-
ulation transfer spectroscopy[37]. As shown in Fig. 1(c),
the frequency is modulated by AOM2 with f = ±1 MHz.
The error signal is demodulated through a Lock-In am-
plifier from the modulation transfer spectroscopy to sta-
bilize the laser frequency. While the 515 nm coupling
laser is locked to the 6P3/2 →25S1/2 transition using
the Zeeman modulation scheme[38]. The coil cover the
Cs vapour cell is used to apply the Zeeman modulation
with frequency 27 kHz. The error signal can be obtained
from the EIT signal. Both lasers can be stabilized with
linewidth below 1 MHz.

III. CALIBRATE THE MINIMUM
DETECTABLE TERAHERTZ ELECTRIC FIELD

The transmission of the probe laser is measured when
the coupling laser is scanned. With the THz field on res-
onance, the EIT peak splits due to the ATS as shown in

Fig. 2(a). The AT peak splitting is proportional to the
Rabi frequency ΩTHz of the THz electric field. With the
calculated transition dipole moment µTHz = 242ea0, the
electric field strength ETHz = ~ΩTHz/µTHz. This rela-
tion (linear region) is valid until the splitting is smaller
than the linewidth of the EIT peak which is 7.69 MHz
in our experiment. To calibrate the minimum detectable
THz field, the technique similar to the recently published
paper [39] is applied.

In the linear region, the measurement of THz elec-
tric field is traceable and self-calibrated. The mini-
mal detectable THz electric field in the linear region is
25.37 ± 0.77mV/cm. The electric field strength of THz
wave at the atoms is firstly measured in the linear region
shown in Fig. 2(b). Then the relationship between THz
electric field and fundamental microwave power in the
linear region is calibrated shown in Fig. 2(c). Our result
shows that the output power of the THz source (32-times
frequency multiplier chain) has a nonlinear relationship
with the microwave power.

To generate the weak THz electric field, the -57.31 dB
attenuator is used. The attenuation value can be deter-
mined directly from the measured two THz electric field
strengths with and without this attenuator. After attenu-
ation, the splitting is hard to be distinguished (nonlinear
region). The THz detuning is swept to observe the peak
of probe transmission (Fig. 2(d)) whose value is positive
correlation with THz field strength. From the precisely
measured curve of THz electric field versus microwave
power, the attenuated field strength can be determined
accurately shown in Fig. 2(e). In Fig. 2(f), the variation
of THz electric field with microwave power is measured
in the nonlinear region. When the signal to noise ratios
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FIG. 2. Characterize the minimum detectable THz electric field. (a) The AT splitting of the 25S1/2 to 25P3/2 Rydberg
transition that occurs for larger THz electric field with Rabi frequency ΩTHz. By scanning coupling laser detuning, the peak
splitting of probe transmission corresponds to ΩTHz. (b) The linear dependence of THz electric field strength on the AT
splitting. The blue dashed line marks where the AT splitting is equal to the EIT linewidth. (c) The THz wave electric field
strength versus power of fundamental microwave. (d) The nonlinear region measurement of THz electric field with a minimum
value 132±13µV/cm (10 s detection). The probe transmission is observed by scanning the THz detuning. (e) The THz electric
field in the nonlinear region is obtained precisely. The -57.31dB attenuator is used to reduce the THz eletric field from the
accurately measured linear region. (f) The THz wave electric field strength in the nonlinear region versus power of fundamental
microwave. The error bars in (b), (c), (e) and (f) indicate standard error from five measurements.

(SNR) equals 1, the minimum detectable THz electric
field is 132 ± 13µV/cm with detection time duration 10
s).

IV. RYDBERG-ATOM RECEIVER FOR
TERAHERTZ COMMUNICATIONS

To demonstrate the wireless THz communications us-
ing the atomic receiver, the protocol that imposes the
modulated THz signal into transmission of probe beam
when the the frequencies of laser beams are locked is per-
formed [29]. The digital signal of communications infor-
mation is encoded in 8 states of modulation phase φTHz

generated by the digital synthesis signal generator (DDS)
in Fig. 1. For frequency modulation, this digital signal
is directly sent to the microwave source. Meanwhile, an
external microwave switch controlled by the digital sig-
nal is needed to implement the amplitude modulation.
Through a 32-times frequency multiplier chain, the mod-
ulated THz wave is produced from the microwave. When
the THz wave acts on the atoms, the transmission of
probe beam is modulated via the EIT process. Thus
an amplified balanced photodetector (PDB) is used to
monitor the intensity of probe beam after the Cs vapor
cell. The communications signal from PDB is analyzed
and quadrature demodulated by a lock-in amplifier with
reference signal from DDS. After that, the modulated
probe transmission by the THz field is demodulated into
an In-Phase voltage VI and a Quadrature-Phase voltage

VQ with the phase φde = arctan(VQ/VI). The demodu-
lated phase φde is corresponding to the modulation phase
φTHz of THz field.

First, the amplitude modulation protocol is tried in the
THz wireless communications demonstration. The THz
wave is turned on and off by external microwave switch
controlled by the phase modulated signal from DDS.
In the linear region, the THz electric field is ETHz =
85.18mV/cm and the demodulated 8PSK constellation
diagrams is shown in Fig. 3(a). In the nonlinear region,
the THz electric field is ETHz = 4.05mV/cm and the
demodulated 8PSK constellation diagrams is shown in
Fig. 3(b). The 8 phase states are encoded from φm = 0◦

to φm = 315◦ with interval 45◦. And the modulation
frequency 500 kHz and 1 MHz is employed which is
limited by the bandwidth of our PDB and lock-in am-
plifier. Both in the linear region and nonlinear region,
the 8 phase states can be clearly discriminated. But the
phase noise becomes lager in the nonlinear region since
the THz field is weaker.

It’s well known that frequency modulation can avoid
the influence of amplitude interference in the propagation
progress that can significantly improve the communica-
tions quality. Therefore, the frequency-modulated meth-
ods are also tried in our THz wireless communications
scheme. In the frequency modulated communications,
the fundamental microwave frequency hopping is con-
trolled by the phase modulated signal from DDS. After
32-times frequency multiplication, detuning of THz wave
hops from resonance to a large detuning 156.8 MHz.
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FIG. 3. The demodulated 8PSK diagrams of amplitude-modulated (AM) and frequency-modulated (FM) THz communications.
To demonstrate the wireless THz digital communications using the atomic receiver, the protocols that impose the amplitude-
modulated and frequency-modulated THz signals into transmission of probe beam are performed. The signals from PDB
are analyzed and quadrature demodulated by a lock-in amplifier to obtain the 8PSK diagrams. The THz electric field is
ETHz = 85.18mV/cm in the linear region and ETHz = 4.05mV/cm in the nonlinear region. (a) Amplitude modulation with
THz electric field in the linear region. The amplitude of demodulation signal decreases when the modulation frequency becomes
larger. (b) Amplitude modulation with THz electric field in the nonlinear region. (c) Frequency modulation with THz electric
field in the linear region. (d) Frequency modulation with THz electric field in the nonlinear region.

Relatively, transmission of probe beam varies from max-
imum peak to small value or even zero when the THz
detuning jumps from resonance to 156.8 MHz. So the
periodic frequency hopping can be converted into the in-
tensity oscillation of probe beam passing through the Cs
vapor cell. Then the collected signal of probe beam in-
tensity by the PDB is sent to the lock-in amplifier. After
quadrature demodulation, the 8PSK constellation dia-
grams illustrated in Fig. 3(c)(d) can be acquired. From
Fig. 3, the atomic receiver has the same performance
compared with amplitude modulation.

V. DISCUSSION

The THz transmission distance is one of the biggest
challenges for wireless communications as the serious
propagation attenuation. For distance below 1 km, the
free space path loss (FSPL) is dominated. The FSPL can
be given in terms of the frequency as [40],

FSPL = (
4πdf

c
)2. (1)

In our system, the frequency f = 338.7 GHz. Consid-
ering the distance d = 1 km and vacuum speed of light
c, the FSPL is 143 dB. For distance large than 1 km,
the atmospheric attenuation must be taken into account
especially for THz wireless links with large carrier fre-
quency. For example, the atmospheric attenuation is 5

dB/km at 338.7 GHz [9]. One way to extend the com-
munications distance is to raise the power of THz source.
However, this is very difficult for both photonic and elec-
tronic based THz source. Another way is to use the THz
receiver with higher sensitivity, that’s why we tried the
Rydberg-atom receiver. In our THz wireless link, the
output power of THz source corresponding to the mini-
mum detectable THz electric field in the nonlinear region
is -56 dBm. The full power of the commercial source we
used can be 12 dBm, so there is link budget 68 dB for
propagation loss. The maximum transmission distance
3.5 m can be achieved. Unlike the electronic receivers,
the ultimate sensitivity of the atomic receiver is restricted
by the standard quantum limit (SQL). The sensitivity for
SQL is described as [41],

Emin√
Hz

=
2π~

µTHz

√
NT2

. (2)

In our experiment, the atom number participating in
the EIT progress is N = 1 × 105. Considering dephas-
ing time T2 = 21µs, the SQL sensitivity is about 2.3
nV cm−1Hz−1/2. For room-temperature atoms, the ef-
fectiveness of EIT probing is reduced by 30-40 dB [42].
This means the total budget relative to the SQL for wire-
less transmission is 159-169 dB. Then corresponding dis-
tance is about 5 km. Recently, some excellent work has
been carried out on embedding the Rydberg-atom sen-
sor into antennas or waveguides [43, 44]. If use a 50 dBi
transmitter antenna and embedding the Rydberg-atom
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sensor into a 50 dBi receiver antenna, this distance will
be over 18 km. In addition, the Rydberg transitions have
large dipole moments in a wide frequency range from 100
GHz to nearly 3 THz, so the atomic receiver can keep
this performance in a very wide band [32, 35]. Unlike
the bandwidth of electronic receiver which is limited by
the antennas and waveguides, atomic receiver bandwidth
depends on the Rydberg transitions and lasers.

For any type of communications receiver, the maxi-
mum channel capacity C is important and described by
the Shannon-Hartley Theorem[29, 45],

C = fmlog2(1 + SNR). (3)

Here the fm is the symbol frequency and the SNR is
signal-to-noise ratio. The modulation frequency is lim-
ited by the time needed for the EIT/AT to develop
[29, 31, 45]. Considering maximum 10 MHz modula-
tion frequency, the channel capacity is 10 Mbits/s at the
minimum detectable THz field.

Finally, the atomic receiver can be used in the THz
wireless-to-optical link because it’s able to directly con-
vert the wireless signals into the optical ones [36]. Usu-
ally the wireless-to-optical receiver systems rely on elec-
tronic devices. The signal of electromagnetic wave is
received and mixed down to lower frequency. Then an
electro-optic modulator can be used to convert this sig-
nal into optical domain [21, 22]. In the demonstra-
tion of our THz wireless communications system, the
amplitude-modulated or frequency-modulated informa-
tion is directly converted into laser signal at 852 nm by
the Rydberg-atom receiver. Comparing with electronic

ones, the wireless-to-optical atomic receiver is simpler
and lower in cost without frequency down-mixing and
extra modulator.

VI. CONCLUSION

To summarize, the room temperature cesium Ryd-
berg atoms are demonstrated to be sensitive THz elec-
tric field sensors. The minimal detectable THz electric
fields 132±13µV/cm (10 s detection) are calibrated. Fur-
thermore, the phase-sensitive conversion of amplitude-
modulated and frequency-modulated THz wave into op-
tical signals is conducted to realize the communications
with 8-state phase-shift-keying. The atomic receiver has
potential to realize 18 km terahertz wireless communi-
cations at 338.7 GHz. Furthermore, the atomic receiver
can be used in the terahertz wireless-fiber link to directly
convert the wireless signals into optical signals.
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